PC 061  
Healy, Helen  
Photograph albums, 1900-1902

DESCRIPTION

Four cyanotype photograph albums chiefly containing photographs of Globe, Arizona in 1902 with a few images of mining at Superior, Arizona in 1903. Globe photographs include a series taken of a fire, a Labor Day Parade, a foot race, street scenes and a city view, and Apache women and children. There are views of Apache women carrying water and a woman washing clothes in a pot outdoors. Mining images include interiors near Superior, Arizona, 1903, equipment of the Globe Boston Mines, Mallory Mine, and Old Dominion Mine. One image of Helen Healy is taken while she looks in a mirror. There are images of the Frank Bellamy family and their mining camp at Superior.

1 box, .25 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Wife of Charles Healy, a miner in rural Pinal County.

ACQUISITION

Gift of W.D. Davies in 1980.

ACCESS

Original albums restricted due to fragile condition; copy prints are available for patron use.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

This finding aid was prepared by Kim Frontz in August 2000.